


This place you see has no size at all...
December 5, 2009 - February 7, 2010
Public opening on Friday, December 4, from 6 to 9pm
A project conceived by Jennifer Teets, curator in residence at the Kadist Art Foundation 
from September to December 2009.

Sir/Madam,

Everything I am about to tell you began with a sighting of  a heron in a tree. There I was in the Jardin Trocadero at the 
Parc de Saint Cloud on a late summer afternoon, burying the bones of  Tom Ripley (MARK VON SCHLEGELL 
21), in what the history books told me was once a labyrinth. When I looked around, I noticed that the place had no size 
at all.. In one instance, the landscape was unusually curvy and in another, intricate alleyways and corridors appeared 
miraculously as I turned corners (MARIANA CASTILLO DEBALL 5).  Though I could see no one, a flurry 
of  recombinant voices and sounds (ALEX WATERMAN 21) echoed from the hedges and the dialogues of  fifteen 
individuals («ROGER WORMS COMES TO THE SHOW» (see additional text by Darius Miksys) 22) began 
to take on the qualities of  those around them, in a seemingly ritualistic order.

A total eclipse of  the Sun was visible from within a narrow corridor that traversed half  of  Earth that day. Yet the path 
of  the Moon’s umbral and penumbral shadow was not visible in my perspective. I was on the other side. Around me 
were pew trees, bushes, wilderness, cascades, fountains, pools, water troughs, statues, and sculptures. Like an armature, 
they displayed an explicit structure, yet some implicit meaning was a stake, as if  I were involved in a complex game. 
Or a preordained situation I knew little about. A hypothesis or problem. Subjects appeared and disappeared.. The 
castle was no longer there. It was replaced by a marble slab with geometrical designs and figures. In the distance, I 
spotted a man searching for an exuberance whilst making circular, repetitive gestures with his index finger towards the 
sky (MICHAEL PORTNOY 16). Five others adorned in white suits amused themselves with scientific instruments 
and mirrors whilst scaling an invisible mountain (FRANCE FICTION 13), when suddenly a go-cart whipped by 
zigzagging in what appeared as the celestial order of  Cassiopeia. The man driving it gestured to a white stag he spotted in 
the distance while muttering, «Can we go out there, isn’t it out of  bounds?» (MARK AERIAL WALLER 2-4). 

Below, towards the Grand Cascade, another wrestled with dismembered legs, arms, and torsos of  sentinels when a lady 
arrived asking if  he had seen her missing box. He replied, «No sorry, I myself  am trying to rescue another type of  
interiority from the remains and insides of  these bodies» (ALEX CECCHETTI 7-10). She stumbled over a red 
slipper (DAVID ADAMO 1) and continued on her merry path in conversation with a ghostly stranger who she met 
earlier that morning (PIETRO ROCCASALVA 20). The stranger slurped soda pop out of  a cardboard cup with 
a smiley face on it whilst the eclipse gleamed in his eyes (KATE COSTELLO 11). He said he was on his way to 
view an enigma machine that was said to release the worlds’ endless questions and serendipitous encounters (ASLI 
CAVUSOGLU 6). The enigmas, he surmised, were built on sets of  linguistic measures and grids of  unmeasurable 
quantities (TANIA PEREZ CORDOVA 17-19). 

Puzzles, motion, fictitious force, heuristics, chambres, a perte de vue, lost item, incoherency, the dead end. In one of  the 
alleyways I found a man resting on a bed-sheet. He was surveying the universe with a planisphere. He told me he got 
there via an air balloon in order to produce a shroud, that this shroud was an embodiment of  all of  us (DARIUS 
MIKSYS 14-15). A fiction of  the strangest kind that can’t be materialized in any known form of  art including 
classical conceptualism. He held an invisibility cloak that somehow protected him from the world of  visible matter.  It 
was sure to give him good fortune. 

Dear reader, what I am telling you is real. I believe in real things. If  we did not have real experiences, how would we 
have dreams?

Purportedly non site-specific, «This place you see has no size at all...», on the contrary, is an exhibition 
that grapples with the objectives of  context.  Originally proposed as an out-of  the box adaptation to 
an «alternate reality game», on July 22, 2009, artists were convened from around the globe to partake 
in a «scenario» at the Parc de Saint Cloud in Paris, of  which they had little knowledge of, yet were 
immediate to its origin of  initiation. In collaboration with sci-fi writer Mark von Schlegell, an abstract 
time-travel guide was scripted, combining clues, facts, and prompts around the peculiarities of  the 
garden together with the singular questions: What could you perceive as the present? What are the 
elements of  the present? Who are the members of  the present? What methods and tools could be used 
to arrive here? The guide spawned a chain of  events suggested by and created for each of  the artists 
with the purpose of  activating a work as well as a communication and production process.  

The existing and specially commissioned works on display at Kadist emerge as singular, subjective, 
and heterogeneous ripostes to the nature of  the «group» exhibition. Symptoms of  haphazard, synergy, 
backdrop, and impulse merge together in a web of  alleged in-conclusions and speculative imaginations. 
What occurs when an exhibition, or situation, grows out of  immediacy and abstraction? Did the 
exhibition make itself  before the scenario or the scenario before the exhibition? Is it a live transforming 
meta-narrative in the making? If  the exhibition could theoretically achieve motion and, the garden –its 
pivotal anchor– be considered a total work or art, then «This place you see has no size at all...» could 
render itself  at the crossroads of  where contents and processes crystallize and cluster.

Kadist Art Foundation - 19bis-21 rue des Trois Frères - 75018 Paris - Tel./Fax : +33 (0)1 42 51 83 49 
www.kadist.org / contact@kadist.org

Opening hours : from thursday to Sunday, from 2pm to 7pm, or by appointment

Kadist Art Foundation is a private foundation initiated in 2001. It is dedicated to promoting contemporary art through the 
constitution of  an art collection and the organization of  exhibitions and residencies in its space in Paris. Kadist’s intention is to be 
actively involved in the promotion and international dimension of  contemporary art.



David Adamo
1. Untitled 2009
Bronze, painted shoe
25 x 7 x 5cm
Courtesy Hoet Bakaert Gallery, Ghent, Belgium and IBID Projects, London

Mark Aerial Waller 
2. White Stag 2001/2009
Infrared video, 3:27 w/French subtitles

3. White Stag 2001
Graphite on paper
76.5 x 69 cm

4. White Stag enters the Casseopeia plan 2009
Various media
38 x 48 x 8 cm
Courtesy of  the artist & Rodeo, Istanbul

Mariana Castillo Deball 
5. Cazadora de Cabezas 2009
Plexiglass, various dimensions 
Courtesy of  the artist and Galerie Barbara Wien, Berlin
  
Aslı Çavusoglu
6. Delivery 6 2009
Artist Book
594 pages
Turkish/English
Courtesy Gallery NON, Istanbul

Alex Cecchetti 
7. Bras (Discobole) 2009
Plaster
31 x 14 x 16 cm

8. Torse (Aurige) 2009
Plaster
48 x 36 x 23 cm

9. Epaules (Discophore) 2009
Plaster
44 x 25 x 20 cm

10. Colonne (Aurige, Discobole, Discophore, Spartiate, Athlète de Bénévent,
Apollon de Piombino) 2009
Plaster
Various dimensions
Courtesy of  the artist



Alex Waterman / Mark von Schlegell
21. Love the Clear Dark 2009
Composed by Alex Waterman 
Original Story by Mark von Schlegell
Radio teaser for the live radio play to be performed on January 7th, 2010
Media : MP3 file broadcasting to a kitchen radio
Filed recordings, sound effects, library sounds, voice of  the composer and sampled shortwave radio 
choral music
No live guns were used or endorsed in this recording
Courtesy of  the artists

Roger Worms
22. Le Lys 1986
Acrylic on canvas
Courtesy of  the artist

Schedule of  parallel exhibitions and performances

Opening night: Friday, December 4th
Michael Portnoy with a performance titled «Mets ton doigt quelque part!», said Theo.
7:30pm, Kadist Art Foundation

Saturday, December 5th
”Et vous, que cherchez-vous ?”, opening of  parallel exhibition in conjunction with the Kadist show
6pm, FRANCE FICTION, 6bis rue de Forez, 75003 Paris
http://france.fiction.free.fr/

Thursday, January 7th
a night of  radio play by Alex Waterman and Mark von Schlegell
7:30pm, Kadist Art Foundation

...Fingerprint on the invisible canvas of  time...Trees of  St. Cloud
swaying in near silent savagery...Bells casting the fair ones away...
Footsteps sounding on the matted leaves...

LOVE THE CLEAR DARK
story by Mark von Schlegell
radio play and soundtrack by Alex Waterman
Performed live by Mark von Schlegell and Alex Waterman with additional voices by Jennifer Teets.

Wednesday February, 3rd
«Awakening the Spirit of  Eternal Rest»
guided tour with Alex Cecchetti
7pm, Museé du Louvre
Meeting point: Louvre, Denon, Ground Floor, Salle du Manège, Room A

This project has been realized with the generous support of  The Elephant Trust and the Saison de la Turquie in France. 
Special thanks to Germana Innerhofer Jaulin

Kate Costello 
11. Untitled (Cup) 2009
Pencil and acrylic on paper
44 sheets, 24 x 19 inches each
209 x 96 inches 

12. Razor 2009
Aluminum
24 x 11 x 1/4 inches
Courtesy Wallspace, New York 

France Fiction 
13. Et vous, que cherchez-vous ? 2009
Courtesy of  the artists

Darius Mikšys
14. Shroud of  Gilles Peterson 2009
15. Jennifer meets Gilles 2009
Roger Worms comes to the show (see work #22) 2009
Courtesy of  the artist 

Michael Portnoy 
16. Foreplay (indexical voyage) 2009
Electric blue flashlight and video
Performance title: Mets ton doigt quelque part!, said Theo. 
Courtesy of  the artist and IBID Projects, London

Tania Pérez Córdova
17. On the count of  3, start from here 2009
Long Exposure, Carbon digital print
25 x 16.8 cm

18. Things posing as if  they were calling times to come, part I 2009
Medium format negative to be consecutively enlarged and cropped to frame
30.5 x 35.5 cm
*This work is accessible for viewing on Thursday and Friday until 7pm in the office space

19. Develop & Deliver (Things posing as if  they were calling times to come) 2009
Silkscreen and drawing on newsprint
70 x 95 cm
*This work is accessible for viewing on Thursday and Friday until 7pm in the office space
Courtesy of  the artist

Pietro Roccasalva
20. Study for The Skeleton Key (Here is The Man Looking at the Glass) 2009
Acrylic on paper on forex, glass
47 x 40 cm
Courtesy the artist, Zero..., Milan and art : concept, Paris
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